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Abstract

This paper is a work in progress study of the operating system services required to manage on-chip memories. We are evaluating
different CMP on-chip memories configurations. Chip-MultiProcessors (CMP) architectures integrating multiple computing and
memory elements presents different problems (coherency, latency, ...) that must be solved. On-chip local memories are directly
addressable and their latency is much shorter than off-chip main memories. Since memory latency is a key factor for application
performance, we study how the OS can help.

I. INTRODUCTION

The emerge of Chip-MultiProcessors (CMPs) and many-core chips has introduced huge computational power that using
traditional programing models, compilers and operating systems is hard to deal with. Chip MultiProcessors are composed
by many cores and different distributed memories. The large number of hardware threads these architectures support are not
being used at all. In order to use these hardware threads, applications require of higher degrees of parallelism. Therefore,
CMP processors require of more adequate programing models. New programming models are already targeting CMP, however,
achieving a higher degrees of parallelism is not the only challenge, but to efficiently manage all the hardware resources CMP
provide.

As an example, the Cell BE processor already integrates on-chip many processing elements and many different memories.
Besides traditional off-chip global memories and cache memories, these processors include on-chip memories in terms of local
memories or Scratch-Pad memories. In the Cell, these local memories are named Local Stores. They are included as non-
cacheable distributed memories with guarantied latency and high bandwidth replacing traditional cache memories. Another key
difference between Local Stores and cache memories is that they are addressable. They require the programmer to explicitly
manage data transfers from off-chip main memory to local memory and vice-versa. For some parts of an application, cache
memories may perform better than Local Memories(LM) and vice-versa. This is why Scratch-pad memories (reconfigurable
cache memory/local store) are also being introduced [1],[2].

CMPs are not only being used in high performance computing but also in embedded computing as home gateways, game
consoles, etc. Stream computing [3] is becoming one of the major target for these architectures. One reason is the easy split
of the applications in computation and communication kernels. These computational kernels exploit SIMD capabilities of the
cores and the guarantied latency of on-chip memories. Stream Computing is a parading example where block algorithms are
used. Block algorithms are parts of code that massively compute a limited data set. Therefore, the efficient usage of on-chip
memories might introduce performance improves.

As shown in Figure 1, on-chip memories are considered local memories. Local memories are addressable by any core in the
CMP. For this reason, an application uses a computer system as a single addressable memory. All data and code is accessible
within this virtual space. With a load/store instructions, any processor can access the whole application virtual space. On-chip
data transactions have a much higher bandwidth than off-chip operations. Minimizing off-chip data transactions versus on-chip
improves significantly applications performance because of the higher bandwidth between on-chip elements. This is why a
new major goal is to provide efficiency in data allocation and placement. A single global name space allows any processor
to access any memory location using regular load/store instructions. Having the whole virtual address space accessible makes
easier to minimize off-chip traffic.

II. INSIDE THE CHIP-MULTIPROCESSOR ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we describe a generic scalable CMP architecture. This processor architecture will be our example processor
architecture to illustrate all the services required in a CMP architecture. CMP architectures are usually composed by a set of
processors and local memories interconnected as shown in Figure 1. Besides these on-chip elements, the off-chip main memory
is also shown. Following Figure 1, we describe the different memory elements of the architecture.
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Fig. 1: Generic CMP architecture. The processor architecture is composed by eight processors or cores (Pi), and some local
memories. The figure also shows the connection to main memory.

A. Memory
Memory elements in a CMP architecture can be found on-chip and off-chip. The off-chip main memory is usually a DDR

chip interconnected through a bus to the processor chip. Other memories can be found on-chip connected to the cores through
the on-chip interconnection network. All memory operations are managed by a memory controller. The memory controller is
the responsible to locate the data. Moreover, some core configurations may have a second level cache connected to the core
or a local addressable memory. The following list is a description of some local on-chip memories:

• Cache memory ($): represents a memory managed by hardware, typically a L2 cache memory. Cache memories are not
addressable and they do not affect the OS memory management. Cache memories can be connected in a CMP to private
use by one core or to shared use by various cores.

• Scratchpad memory ($ —LS): Simple array of memories directly addressable and explicitly managed by software. They
are smaller than hardware cache memories. They also consume less energy per access. Their access time is predictable
because as all addressable memories there is no possible miss. They are reconfigurable and they can act as an addressable
memory or as a hardware cache memory.

• Local Memory (LM): Type of scratchpad memory, represents a local memory managed by software with a guarantied
latency. They are directly addressable.

The operating system manages addressable memories by setting up the protection and translation mechanism when a static
or dynamic allocation is requested. Besides, the OS affects the application cache memory contents, by its own use of memory,
but mainly by the cache flush at a privilege mode or execution context switch. In order to efficiently manage memory allocation
and placement, every possible operation over the on-chip/off-chip memories has to be considered. The associated cost of each
memory allocation can be measured using the latency to access this physical memory from the target processor.

For our study, we use the memory operation costs of a Cell BE processor. They are calculated based in a CMP architecture
with cores running at 3.2GHz [4],[5].

III. WORK IN PROGRESS STATUS

In this work, we propose an efficient system memory management to handle the access time variation from on-chip to off-chip
memories in CMPs, by proposing new mechanisms for hierarchical addressable physical memory allocation and placement.
We also take into consideration the coexistence of local storages with (somehow configurable) levels of processor caches.
The increasing relative latency to memory, taking hundreds of cycles (off-chip), means that applications must be aware of on-
chip memories if they want to perform well. We are currently evaluating how different CMP configurations affect application
performance and how they can be managed by the operating system.
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